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ABSTRACT
Ethereum relies on a peer-to-peer overlay network to prop-
agate information. The knowledge of Ethereum network
topology holds the key to understanding Ethereum’s secu-
rity, availability, and user anonymity. However, an Ethereum
network’s topology is stored in individual nodes’ internal
routing tables, measuring which poses challenges and re-
mains an open research problem in the existing literature.
This work presents TopoShot, a new method uniquely

repurposing Ethereum’s transaction replacement/eviction
policies for topology measurement. TopoShot can be con-
figured to support Geth, Parity and other major Ethereum
clients. As validated on local nodes, TopoShot achieves 100%
measurement precision and high recall (88% ∼ 97%). To ef-
ficiently measure the large Ethereum networks in the wild,
we propose a non-trivial schedule to run pair-wise mea-
surements in parallel. To enable ethical measurement on
Ethereum mainnet, we propose workload-adaptive configu-
rations of TopoShot to minimize the service interruption to
target nodes/network.
We systematically measure a variety of Ethereum net-

works and obtain new knowledge including the full-network
topology in major testnets (Ropsten, Rinkeby and Goerli)
and critical sub-network topology in the mainnet. The re-
sults on testnets show interesting graph-theoretic properties,
such as all testnets exhibit graph modularity significantly
lower than random graphs, implying resilience to network
partitions. The mainnet results show biased neighbor selec-
tion strategies adopted by critical Ethereum services such as
mining pools and transaction relays, implying a degree of
centralization in real Ethereum networks.

∗� Yuzhe Tang is the corresponding author.

1 INTRODUCTION
A blockchain system relies on an underlying peer-to-peer
(P2P) network to propagate information including recent
transactions and blocks. Knowing the topology of P2P net-
work is essential to understanding blockchain’s availability
under network partitions, its security against denial of ser-
vice attacks (e.g., eclipse attacks [10]), and its protection of
user anonymity [6, 11]. The value has motivated a line of
measurement studies on the network topology of popular
blockchains including Bitcoin [8, 9] and Monero [7]. How-
ever, although Ethereum is the second largest blockchain
network (after Bitcoin) and the biggest smart-contract plat-
form, measuring Ethereum’s network topology remains an
open research problem.
Measurement methods: In this work, we propose
TopoShot to measure an Ethereum blockchain overlay by
repurposing Ethereum’s transaction replacement and evic-
tion policies. Briefly, an Ethereum node buffers unconfirmed
transactions (prior to mining) in a local data structure named
mempool, where an unconfirmed transaction can be replaced
or evicted by a subsequent transaction at a sufficiently higher
Gas price. Transaction replacement and eviction are standard
Ethereum features, widely supported by Ethereum clients
(including Geth [2], Parity [5] and others [1, 3, 4]), and highly
desirable by real-world applications. For instance, a common
practice in blockchain-based decentralized applications is
that a user having sent a transaction can posthumously speed
up its inclusion into the blockchain by sending replacement
transactions at higher price per computation unit (or the so-
called Gas price). Leveraging these features, TopoShot runs
a measurement node 𝑀 to detect the connection between
two remote nodes𝐴 and 𝐵. In TopoShot, node𝑀 propagates
a high-priced transaction 𝑡𝑥𝐴 on target node 𝐴, a low-priced
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transaction 𝑡𝑥𝐵 to target node 𝐵, and a medium-priced trans-
action 𝑡𝑥𝐶 propagated to all other nodes in the same network.
It then observes 𝑡𝑥𝐴’s presence on node 𝐵 and, if so, draws
the conclusion that node 𝐴 is actively connected to node 𝐵.
To ensure the accurate measurement, when node 𝐴 is not
linked to node 𝐵, measurement transaction 𝑡𝑥𝐴 should not
be propagated and do not reach node 𝐵 (the so-called “iso-
lation” property [8]). One of the key insights in this work
is that Ethereum’s transaction replacement policy can be
repurposed to enforce isolation property for accurate link
measurement. Intuitively, the isolation is ensured by the fact
that TopoShot’s high-priced 𝑡𝑥𝐴 can replace the low-priced
𝑡𝑥𝐵 on node 𝐵 but not the medium-priced 𝑡𝑥𝐶 on other nodes,
through which 𝑡𝑥𝐴 cannot be propagated to reach node 𝐵.
To set up the measurement as above, TopoShot further

leverages Ethereum’s support of transaction eviction and
future transactions, that is, to evict an existing unconfirmed
transaction on a node by incoming future transactions (the
concept of future transaction in Ethereum is similar to or-
phan transactions in Bitcoin). Specifically, in TopoShot, the
measurement node𝑀 first propagates 𝑡𝑥𝐶 to all nodes, then
sends future transactions to evict 𝑡𝑥𝐶 (with other existing
transactions) on node 𝐴 and 𝐵 before sending 𝑡𝑥𝐴 and 𝑡𝑥𝐵
to node 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively.

For large-scale measurement on real Ethereum networks,
we propose a non-trivial method to parallelize multiple pair-
wise measurements, reducing the rounds and overall time of
measurement.
Contributions: This work makes the following contribu-
tions:
• Novel methods: We propose a novel method, named
TopoShot, to measure Ethereum network links and topology.
TopoShot takes a unique approach by exploiting Ethereum’s
handling of unconfirmed transactions (i.e., transaction re-
placement and eviction). TopoShot is generic and supports
all Ethereum clients (including Geth and Parity). TopoShot
is effective and achieves 100% result precision and high recall
(88% ∼ 97%).
• Large-scale measurements: We address the scalability and
ethical challenges raised in measuring large-scale, real
Ethereum networks. We propose to schedule pair-wise mea-
surements in parallel for efficiency. We propose workload-
adaptive mechanisms to configure TopoShot for minimal
service interruption on the target nodes/network.
• New systematic results: Without TopoShot, an Ethereum
network’s topology remains hidden information inside black-
box Ethereum nodes, measuring which stays an open re-
search problem. By systematically conducting measurements
against a variety of Ethereum networks, we obtain a series of
new knowledge on network topology and its graph-theoretic

statistics, ranging from full-network topology in popular test-
nets (Ropsten, Rinkeby and Goerli) and critical sub-network
topology in the mainnet.
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